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Scavenger Hunt: TAFE Bulletin Board Contest (Key)
To become familiar with the rules and guidelines of the TAFE Bulletin Board Contest, complete the
scavenger hunt. For further assistance, refer to “TAFE Bulletin Board Contest” handout.
1. How many entries can there be per chapter? 2
2. What kind of event is this?
a. Individual
b. Individual or Dual (1-2)
c. Dual only
3. What are the main objectives of this competition?




To provide students an opportunity to practice their presentation skills and communicate their
ideas to their peers and adults by presenting their bulletin board.
To provide students an opportunity to highlight the importance of creating an engaging learning
environment.
To share ideas and approaches of various types of bulletin board displays.

4. True or False. Participants must prepare only a display board summarizing how it could be used in
a classroom setting to teach a lesson.
Participants must prepare a display board and an oral presentation introducing the display and
summarizing how it could be used in a classroom setting to teach a lesson.
5. True or False. One to four students may present this display, but all students who present must
have an equal part in the presentation.
One to two students may present this display, but all students who present must have an equal part
in the presentation.
6. True or False. The display board may be no larger than 46” x 68”.
The display board may be no larger than 36” x 48”.
7. True or False. Any attachments or decorations may extend more than 6 inches beyond the
cardboard display edges.
Any attachments or decorations may not extend more than 6 inches beyond the cardboard display
edges.
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9. Contestants will be given up to five minutes to present their Bulletin Board display. At the end of
five minutes, contestants will be stopped.
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8. Items on the bulletin board may be purchased, hand designed, stenciled, die cut or computer
generated. Even though items can be purchased, this does not include purchasing bulletin board
sets and using the set as you bulletin board.

